
Host Buzzard says:
The USS Seleya has been tasked with representing the Federation in welcoming a Reptilian species known as the Panthanians into the Federation. A first contact specialist 'Lars Blethe' was to meet the Seleya enroute to the Panthian system, the Seleya picked up a distress call from the freighter carrying Blethe and although it only took 5 minutes for the Seleya to arrive at the distress call co-ordinates, all they found was the remains of the ship. The Seleya recovered the remains of the crew and took aboard some of the debris including the remains of the computer core to analyse the weapons signature. Starfleet Command has ordered the Seleya to continue with the mission, although without the first contact specialist the crew of the Seleya are literally going in blind.


Host CO_Bolitho says:
TO: Commander More
CC: Lt Commander Hazzem, All Senior Staff
Subject: Mission Brief 
Stardate: 10301.19

With the loss of Lars Blethe's ship and by the looks of it all hands as well, SFC still want us to tie this up, as far as I can see we no nothing of this race, its way or customs so we will be treading very lightly in all these areas and with the up most politeness respect. But, in view of what has happened, I would have preferred to remain at yellow Alert, but this being of a diplomatic nature I will not order it and we will remain stood down. It also seems that things are not as well tied up as Starfleet Command may think and I would prefer all of you to be on your toes through out this, any information or concerns that may flare up during this you are to report them to either Myself or Commander More quietly, In light of this your orders are as follows:

XO/CEO/SO: Salvage any information you can from the computer core, I need to know what happened to that ship and gather as much information you can about the Panthians and What those weapon traces are that have been found on the debris. Commander More you are to report any finding to me as quickly as possible including any known information you have
have retrieved about the Panthians.

FCO: Lay In course to the Panthian System warp 3, if no hail has been answered then come to a full stop outside the Panthian system, we will not enter there space without there permission for the time being.

CSO, TAC: keep a track of the warp traces found, there's three of them, so I want to know where each of them went, whether it be the same destination or not.
Lt Sirhc please keep a constant watch on events that happen through out this and security I would prefer to remain on a quiet high and the system to be constantly checked for any signs of unwanted company.

MO: I need Lars Blethe's Body identified as quickly as Possible so we know if a federation citizen is or is not being held captive for some obscure reason.

OPS: Hail the Panthians when in range and patch them through on to main Viewer once contact has been made. 

You will be advised of any further orders from the bridge
That is all 

Captain Lira Bolitho
USS Seleya NCC-75635


Host Buzzard says:
***Start 'We don't need no 'stinkin' Federation***
Host Buzzard says:
***Start 'We don't need no 'stinkin' Federation***
CSO_Hazzem says:
::At SCI 1::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
:: Is on the bridge as normal pacing a round:
CTO_Tkorrick says:
::At TAC 1::
Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Seleya goes to warp 3 on course to the Panthian system
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Please Slave the Conn
XO_More says:
::In the cargo bay, looking around::
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CO: Aye sir ::slaves the conn::
XO_More says:
::Decides finally that there is no more work for him here to do, and about turns::
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CO: Long-range sensors are detecting a federation shuttle on an intercept course
XO_More says:
::Finds the nearest turbo lift and steps in::
XO_More says:
TL: Bridge.
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Sitting at the shuttle helm looking at sensors, where is that ship?::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Still tracking the warp signatures, Captain.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Walks around the damaged computer core in the cargo bay, scanning it with a tricorder ::
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Blinks at the reading:: Self: Are they running from me?
XO_More says:
::Steps out on to the bridge and looks around at the short-staffed bridge::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Hail them and tell them to get on with it we haven’t all day
XO_More says:
CO: Was there a wild party last night I wasn't invited to? ::Grins::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO; Acknowledged
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CO: Aye sir
CTO_Tkorrick says:
::Sends a message to the shuttle informing it to come in to dock::
XO_More says:
::Makes his way towards his chair, and picks up a PADD::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles back:: XO: must of missed it myself ...what did you retrieve from the computer core ?
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Navigates the shuttle, lowering speed::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Folds his tricorder and places it back in its holster :: Self: Well, it's salvageable...
XO_More says:
CO: Lieutenant Revell-Francis is still working on it, i'm about to go back down and assist.
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Sends the message, "Will there be red carpet waiting for me?"::
XO_More says:
::Picks up the PADD::
XO_More says:
CO: Oh yes, and I forgot to mention it to you earlier, a new Civilian Officer is coming aboard.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Walks over to a console and clears out a section of the Seleya's computer core for a full download::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: XO: now that’s the spirit ... just don’t take to long I need sometime to read about this species
XO_More says:
::Checks the chromo, then looks at the screen: CO: That should be him now.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Good to hear another one to drive up the wall
XO_More says:
::Smiles, and then turns towards the turbo lift::
CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Moves with only thrusters into the shuttle, and lands her like a man would a beautiful woman, softly::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
Computer: Initiate a full download of the Sydney’s core in the allocated space.
XO_More says:
::Smiles at Bolitho as he enters the lift::
XO_More says:
TL: Cargo bay 2.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs and still paces then stops at the Engineering consol taking a brief look::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
<Computer> SO: Working.  Download will be complete in 7.5 minutes.
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Warning Password required to access information titled 'Panthians'
CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Hazzem to Francis, how are you doing down there, lieutenant?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Walks over to Hazz an leans over his Shoulder:: CSO: Anything ?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Pauses, a confused look on his face :: *CSO*: I'm downloading the Sydney's computer core for analysis, but I've just come across some password-protected data.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs:: CO: Nothing yet, but I'm hoping I can identify the signatures from the Sydney's computer
CIV_Kavek says:
::Shuts down the shuttle's engines and power, then carries luggage out of the shuttle::
XO_More says:
::Gets out of the turbo lift and swings by the mess hall, where he picks up two meals to go::
XO_More says:
::Turns again and walks towards the Cargo bay::
XO_More says:
::Enters it and looks around::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: They have the info about then Panthians, maybe that could help a little
XO_More says:
SO: Lieutenant?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs:: CSO: Okay
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Turns around to see the XO :: XO: Welcome back, Commander.
CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Acknowledged, once your clear from these problems, I need a copy of their sensors log; It might help me in identifying who destroyed the Sydney
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: ETA of that shuttle please
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CO: Shuttle has docked ma'am
SO_Revell-Francis says:
*CSO*: Understood.  Revell-Francis out.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CSO: you have the bridge Ill be in the Shuttle bay
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Aye sir
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Leaves the bridge:; TL: Shuttle bay
CIV_Kavek says:
::Closes the rear of the shuttle and looks around:: Self: They... certainly have a way with diplomats. And... they're actually going on a diplomatic mission. ::Shakes his head::
XO_More says:
SO: Thanks.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Continue with the hails, I need to know what happened here
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Leaves the TL and enters the Shuttle bay::
XO_More says:
::Tosses one of the bags of lunch down beside him and picks up the other for himself::
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: Aye sir
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: You wouldn't happen to know any of the Sydney's classified data protocols, would you, sir?
XO_More says:
SO: I hope Plomeek soup and Fish and Chips meets with your approval. ::Smiles::
CIV_Kavek says:
::Looks at the captain:: CO: Greetings Captain Bolitho. For a moment, I didn't think you cared.
XO_More says:
SO: No, I wouldn't... Then again, what would a freighter have classified data protocols for?
XO_More says:
SO: Have you tried the standard ones?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the CIV :: CIV: your a diplomat I don’t :smiles jokingly:: Welcome aboard the Seleya
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Thank you Captain. ::Curious if he should attempt their handshake custom... doesn't::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Not yet...  :: Pauses :: And yes, I'm quite partial to fish and chips. :: Smiles :: Thank you, sir.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs, as he moves to the command area:: CTO: Anything?
XO_More says:
SO: No biggie.
XO_More says:
::Turns to the computer core and opens his tricorder::
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: I've been doing this for too long and yet I still can't start a simple conversation with a young captain. ::Thinks:: What is our ETA to the planet?
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: Nothing yet sir
SO_Revell-Francis says:
Computer: Access files marked 'Panthians', authorization Revell-Francis Gamma 3 Iota 9.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
<Computer> SO: Access Denied.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Ok that's it, open a channel
XO_More says:
::Frowns::
XO_More says:
Computer: Unlock Panthian data files. Starfleet clearance code level 9. More-Gamma-2-delta.
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: Aye sir, channel open
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: Thank you might be a little premature, given a few weeks you might not be so thankful::looks at him:: if you care to grab your bags Ill take you to the bridge
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands up and stands straight::
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> XO: Access denied
CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods to the captain, picks up his bags: CO: I'm always glad to be in diplomatic missions. Especially when they're... hostile. ::Tries not to show the fire that burns in his eyes when he says the word, 'hostile'::
XO_More says:
Computer: Reason for denied access?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: It's no good, sir.  This is a personal encryption code.
CSO_Hazzem says:
COMM: Panthian Home world: Panthian Leader, this is Lieutenant Commander Abdel-Hamid in command of the USS Seleya, a Federation freighter carrying our delegate to you has been destroyed; we demand that you give us information before we send for more Starfleet ships into here, and a full investigation would begin
CIV_Kavek says:
::Waits for the captain to lead the way::
Nick is now known as MO_Cameron.
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> XO: Personal encryption in place for a Lars Blethe
Host CO_Bolitho says:
:Raises eyebrows:: CIV: Good because I don't and if im honest with you Diplomacy is not my strong point ... So I welcome the advise Im sure your going to give me ::enters the TL:: Do you know anything on the Panthians ?
XO_More says:
Computer: Can anyone else access these files, apart from Lars Blethe?
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> XO: Unknown
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Not really. I usually read up right before I speak with them. That way... the knowledge is fresh.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Hits a few keys to continue the download of all other information ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: then Im sure we will both be hopefully doing the same,
MO_Cameron says:
::In sickbay, going over the autopsy reports::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Where was Blethe posted, before the Sydney?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
TL: Sickbay
CIV_Kavek says:
::Blinks:: CO: Sickbay? Are you ill captain? You don't look ill.
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Turns around to the CTO, puzzled:: CTO: Anything?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: CIV: Nope but you need a medical and I need to speak to the MO
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: Nobodies home sir
SO_Revell-Francis says:
<Computer> SO: Download of all non-encrypted data complete.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Bolitho to More
CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: That diplomat better be here soon before I go insane
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* Bolitho to Hazzem
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: I hear you sir, I hate diplomatic mission
CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Hazzem here go ahead
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Procedure. Right.
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: How are you liking your command captain?
XO_More says:
SO: No... We can look it up though
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* Im on my way to Sickbay with amb let me know if you need me
XO_More says:
*CO* Yes, Ma'am?
MO_Cameron says:
::Goes over to one of the bodies, reading the tricorder report as he does so::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* anything from the computer Core
CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Aye sir
SO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Would they know any of his personal access codes, though?
XO_More says:
*CO* There is one encrypted file marked 'Panthians', but it appears that the only person who can open them is Lars Blethe himself. Lieutenant Revell-Francis and I are working on it.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Exist TL and makes her way to Sickbay with the Amb::
XO_More says:
SO: It's a possibility.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Im sure you will find away round it
XO_More says:
Computer: Access Lars Blethe's personal record, and display on main screen. Highlight assignment preceding the USS Sydney.
XO_More says:
*CO* Thanks! I'll keep you posted.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: *XO* My pleasure Bolitho out
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Enters Sickbay and looks for the MO::
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Lars Blethe last assignment was First Contact headquarter, Paris, Earth
CIV_Kavek says:
::Takes it she's not in to small talk:: CO: How many diplomatic missions have you been in?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Remembers the lunch the XO had brought and picks it up, opens it and starts eating ::
MO_Cameron says:
::Hears the doors to sickbay open and peers out of the morgue::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: No idea to be honest one to two .. think I just scarped through them well without blood shed anyway
MO_Cameron says:
CO: Captain.  ::Nods in her direction and approaches purposefully::
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Well. It's only been 8 months in command. Give it time. You'll get used to diplomatic missions.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the Doc:: MO: Doctor please can you give the Amb his medical and have you identified Lar's Blethes body ?
XO_More says:
Computer: Open a channel to First Contact Headquarters on Earth, Personnel department.
XO_More says:
SO: I'm telling you, the chef puts too much pepper in that. ::Smiles::
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Subspace link established
CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods to the MO:: MO: Hello. Where would you like me to sit?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Smiles back :: XO: Give me some good ole replicated food any day
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Turns sharply as she hears the CIV:: CIV: You have got to be kidding, ::smiles slightly amused :: as I aid I don't like these missions and if anything can go wrong on these ... it will with me
MO_Cameron says:
CO: Aye, sir.  Ah was jes' going' through the autopsy reports when the computer came up with a positive match.  We've got the body right here.  CIV: On the bio-bed, please.
CIV_Kavek says:
::Sits on the bio bed:: CO: Captain, it helps if you have a warmer attitude. You have the bedside manner of a Mark 1 EMH.
XO_More says:
COMM: FCH: This is Commander Adam More, of the USS Seleya. I'd like to make an enquiry about the late Lar's Blethe?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs as she hears the MO:: MO; Thank you :;raises her eyebrow slightly:; CIV: Why thank you I will take that as a Compliment ::laughs::
Host Buzzard says:
<First Contact HQ> Late Lars Blethe? No I'm sorry Ms Blethe is away on a Federation first contact assignment
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Remembers his promise to the CSO :: *CSO*: Revell-Francis to Hazzem
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Snaps out of the command chair:: *SO* Go ahead
MO_Cameron says:
::Scans the ambassador::
XO_More says:
COMM: FCHQ: I'm afraid that is no longer the case. Ms. Blethe was Killed-in-Action a short while ago. A report has been filed with Starfleet Command, if you'd like to check. We are currently investigating some data files in her computer core, and we require some help.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
*CSO*: I've completed the download of the Sydney's core - unfortunately we can't get access to a few choice files - however, it did not contain those sensor logs you asked for.
CIV_Kavek says:
::Adjusts his posture for the MO's scan:: MO: Have you encountered many vulcan-minaran hybrids doctor?
MO_Cameron says:
CIV: No, sir.  You're the first.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Still highly amused by the CIV's comment:: CIV: I will leave you in the capable hands of the young doctor, please report to the bridge when you are done
Host Buzzard says:
<First Contact HQ> XO: Commander I will help you in any way I can
CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: CIV: Will do captain.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Bolitho to more
CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* what about sensor logs for the last 3 days?
XO_More says:
COMM: FCHQ: The data files we have here are encrypted with a personal data encryption. Is there any chance anyone there would know her personal passwords?
XO_More says:
*CO* Yes Ma'am?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
*CSO*: They may or may not be in the encrypted block of data.  Cmdr. More and I are trying to gain access.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* your location Commander
Host Buzzard says:
<First Contact HQ> XO: Stand by Commander
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs out loud:: *SO* How soon, Lieutenant?
CIV_Kavek says:
MO: I've not been in the medical field. You like it? I bet you get a lot of ladies.
XO_More says:
*CO* Cargo bay one.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
*CSO*: Unknown at this point.  The XO is on subspace, trying to find out Blethe's personal passwords, but if that doesn't pan out, we may just have to find a way to slice through.
MO_Cameron says:
::Narrows his eyes a little::  CIV: I'm sorry?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Thank you ::starts making her way to cargo bay one ::
CIV_Kavek says:
MO: Don't be coy. I've had experience with doctors before. In the office they're all work. But when they're off duty, they're all play.
CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Acknowledged, we're enroute to the Panthian planet, I'm trying to hail them but they're not answering. I need those sensor logs soon, lieutenant, Hazzem out
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Enter TL:: Cargo bay one please
CIV_Kavek says:
::Still, while he's being scanned::
MO_Cameron says:
::Finishes the scan::  CIV: Well, I'm no' detecting' anything out of the ordinary.  Except perhaps a slightly keen interest in year doctor's personal life.
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Finishes his lunch and puts the packaging away for the moment ::  XO: Is there any progress, sir?
XO_More says:
SO: I'm on hold. ::Rolls eyes::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Open a channel again
Host Buzzard says:
<First Contact HQ> XO: Apologies for the delay Commander, it’s SOP for our operatives not to use passwords, but since Lars Blethe has inserted one, we do not know what the password could possible be!
CIV_Kavek says:
::Stands from the bio bed:: MO: Doctors have personal lives too. Except for Vulcan ones. You should experiment with yours. ::Nods and exits sickbay::
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: Aye sir, channel open
MO_Cameron says:
::Frowning, shakes his head, and returns to his duties in the morgue::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Leaves the TL and walks to the cargo bay, Enters and looks around::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Commander ?
CSO_Hazzem says:
COMM: Panthians: Panthian Home world, this is Lieutenant Commander Abdel-Hamid of the federation star ship Seleya. We recommend that you answer our hails before the destruction of our federation freighter marks you, I plead with you to answer our hails and provide us with the information we need.
CIV_Kavek says:
::Enters the turbo lift:: Computer: Deck one. Bridge.
XO_More says:
COMM: FCHQ: Okay, thank you anyway. More out.
CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Hazzem to Bolitho ::sounds out patience::
XO_More says:
::Turns:: CO: Yes, Ma'am?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Sees the Captain come in and straightens in his chair ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* yes Commander
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Any Luck ?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Nods to the SO and smiles::
XO_More says:
*CO* No ma'am. The Lieutenant and I may just have to try and hack it.
CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Captain, the Panthians are still leaving our hails unanswered; I've already warned them that the federation might accuse the Panthians of murdering our ambassador, yet they still refuse to answer
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: What kind of Password is on there
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Was just thinking the same thing ::
CIV_Kavek says:
::Enters the bridge, has a crewman take his luggage to his quarters, then walks to the XO:: XO: Greetings. I'm Representative Sr`vak Kavek.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* you said what !!  Commander stop hails I will be on the bridge shortly
CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Aye aye
XO_More says:
CO: Personal Encryption, Ma'am.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Cut the hails
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CSO: Aye sir
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: so no sec level clearance will work .. hack away at it, as quickly as possible I will be on the bridge
XO_More says:
CO: Understood... and... good luck!
XO_More says:
SO: So, any good at hacking?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
XO: Thanks I will properly need it
CIV_Kavek says:
::Blinks realizing he's talking to a crewman, he's not the commander:: Bridge: Who is in command of the bridge?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks at the XO ::  XO: Not on a casual level, sir.  :: Smiles::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs:: CTO: About time for someone to take me off this "silent taunting"
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Leaves cargo bay one enters TL:: TL: Bridge
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks over to CIV:: CIV: Lieutenant Commander Abdel-Hamid, temporarily in command
CTO_Tkorrick says:
::Gives the CSO and good old Romulan smirk::
CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: You must be ambassador Kavek ::Smiles as he offers his hand::
CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: CSO: That is me. 
XO_More says:
:: nods at the SO:
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Turns back to the console and initiates a direct computer link to the Sydney's core ::
CIV_Kavek says:
CSO: Curious, you just accused the Panthians... right?
XO_More says:
Computer: Begin decryption of file named 'Panthians'. Authorisation, Commander Adam More, Executive Officer.
CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: Not quiet, ambassador. I was trying to get their attention
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> XO: Acknowledged de-encryption has commenced
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Feels the TL come to a halt and enters the bridge::
CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: CSO: I understand. I'm sure it got their attention. ::Starts to pace:: Have you ever... been in combat with Klingons?
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Tries to catch the logic:: CIV: I have, when the federation was stopping the New Order
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at both the CSO and the CIV:: CTO: Open haling frequencies
CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: CSO: It is common for them to sit there, cloaked, watching their prey try to hail. Not responding but simply waiting for their moment to kill them. Decloak... fire at critical systems. Kill them. ::Stops::
CTO_Tkorrick says:
::Thinks "again with the open channel":: CO: Aye ma'am, channel open
Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> XO: Estimated time to de-encrption is 15 hours 13 minutes and 11 seconds
CIV_Kavek says:
CSO: I'm more than certain they've received the communication. They don't want to respond, because then we can't interpret what they're thinking.
XO_More says:
Computer: Inform me when encryption has finished.
XO_More says:
SO: Shall we return to the bridge?
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Turns back to the XO, with a confused look ::  XO: If there's nothing left down here.
CIV_Kavek says:
::Reaches into his pocket, and pulls out a deck of cards:: CSO: Have you ever played poker Commander?
Host CO_Bolitho says:
Panthian: This is captain Lira-Bolitho of the federation ship Seleya, we have been invited attended your home planet and seek permission to enter your space
CSO_Hazzem says:
CIV: My religion forbids gambling, Ambassador
Host CO_Bolitho says:
Self: and I would be grateful if you said No ::Smiles at her own comment:
XO_More says:
SO: Not that I can think of.
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CO: No reply ma'am
XO_More says:
::Turns to the door and grabs the 'take-out' bags::
CIV_Kavek says:
::Sees the captain is talking, puts cards back in his pocket:: CSO: I'll have to teach you sometime. The best diplomat is a good poker player... or is empathic.
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CTO: If there’s no response keep repeating it hopefully there get sick of my voice
CTO_Tkorrick says:
CO: Yes ma'am
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands up and picks up the sensor pallet he had brought into the bay ::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Puts it away in a bulkhead compartment ::
Host CO_Bolitho says:
::Turns and looks at the CIV and then at the CSO::
CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks over to SCI 1, and initiates a tachyon detection grid::
XO_More says:
::Turns and enters the Turbo lift::
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Follows the XO out ::
CIV_Kavek says:
CO: I don't think they'll respond. They don't need to.
XO_More says:
TL: Bridge
CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Maybe we should raise shields, just in case, captain
Host CO_Bolitho says:
CIV: I’m sure they won't but I would like to know your thought on why that might be
SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands quietly in the TL ::
Host Buzzard says:
***'We don't need no 'stinkin' Federation'***
Host Buzzard says:
***'We don't need no 'stinkin' Federation'***
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